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1.  Foreword  
This work is an attempt o present he uses of  steps of  stochastic nature embedded 
into combinator ia l  opt imizat ion algorithms. The more natural  mot ivat ions for this 
arise in the context o f  heuristics for NP-hard  problems.  
It is common to consider NP-hardness as enough circumstantial  evidence that no 
po lynomia l  a lgor i thm is l ikely to be found for the prob lem we are considering; this 
suggests either the use of  part ia l  enumerat ion methods if the instance of  the problem 
is of  suff iciently small d imension,  or the use of  heuristics when dimension is large. 
Ad  hoc heuristics exist for most NP-hard  combinator ia l  opt imizat ion problems,  but 
only in the recent past the possible advantages of  embedding steps of  stochastic 
nature into these heuristics has attracted the attent ion it deserves. 
The two main points in favour of  this idea are: 
- the possibi l i ty of  exploring more global ly the feasibil ity region of  a given problem 
and therefore the higher l ikel ihood of  hitting a point  whose value approaches the 
global  opt imum; 
- the avoidance of  the common unpleasant feature of  most entirely determinist ic 
heuristics of  being t rapped into some ne ighborhood of  an often disappoint ing 
local opt imum. 
On the other hand with very few exceptions, randomized heuristics tend to be 
more time consuming than determinist ic ones. 
In the first part  of  this survey, that is in Sections 2, 3 and 4, we shall be dealing 
with various aspects of  Randomized Local  Search (RLS) methods:  in Section 2 with 
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the structure of some of the more promising algorithms, in Section 3 with the prob- 
lem of evaluating their performances and in Section 4 with the problem of their 
control. 
The second part of the survey is of quite different nature and deals with Random 
Polynomial algorithms (Section 6) and the relevant computational complexity issues 
(Section 5). Although it is realized that the two parts have very little in common, 
it was found impossible to avoid that, if one wanted to fulfill the goal of this survey 
work. 
For other relevant uses of randomized algorithms the reader is referred to the 
recently completed annotated bibliography [26]. 
2. Randomized local searches 
As already pointed out it is very unlikely that a random-polynomial method will 
ever be found to solve any one of the NP-hard problems. Heuristics remain there- 
fore the only practical approach and randomization may play a key-role in making 
them effective. 
Any combinatorial optimization problem can be formulated in the following way: 
"Given a family ,~-of feasible combinatorial structures and a weighting w defined 
over its members, find one of them having maximum (minimum) weight". 
For every point p of the feasibility region .~ we assume that a neighborhood 
N(p) C J is defined and that an efficient algorithm is available for searching N(p). 
A local search scheme starts with a point x of J-; N(p) is then searched in order 
to find a better point, i.e. a point p of smaller or larger weighting w(p) depending 
on the problem being a minimization or maximization one. The procedure starts 
again from p, until no better point is found in the neighborhood. 
The simplest way of randomizing the local search scheme suggests to perform 
repeated trials starting from several randomly generated feasible points and retain 
the point corresponding to the best observed solution value. 
Among the many problems for which a scheme of this kind has been suggested 
we recall the traveling salesman problem [23], the set covering problem [34], the 
Boolean programming problem [35], the minimum-cost urvivable network problem 
[37] and the graph partitioning problem [18]. (See also [29].) 
We shall consider three fundamental questions: (i) how to design effective RLS; 
(ii) how to control the repeated trials; (iii) how to evaluate the quality of the solution 
(e.g. in terms of the ratio of the value obtained to the optimum one). 
Concerning the first question, it must be observed that RLS's are usually embed- 
ded into a Monte Carlo sampling scheme: it has been suggested [4] that computa- 
tionally more efficient handling of the repeated trials could be achieved by 'clus- 
tering' the sample points of Y instead of performing a complete local search for 
each one of them. A general scheme of this kind for minimization problems is 
reported in Fig. 1. 






i := 0 ; choose parameters ; X := X* := X := ~ ; 
! 
generate n random p in E and add them to X ; [(  
fo r  each p compute w(p) ; i := i+I ; ~ := O; I 
! 
el iminate from X a given f rac t ion  of the points I 
with higher w ; I 
! 
for  each point  of X perform X steps of local [ 
search ; I m 
,,  , ,  
. t 
i f  X = X = ~ choose a po in t  p in X with best  
w and erase  p from X ; 
perform a complete local  se_arch of  the ne igh-  
borhOOdx~f x, a r r iv ing  at  p ; . 
i f  p e add p to X, else add p to X and 
set ~ = I ; 
CLUST: choose a point  PS in X* or i f  X* = ~ in X ; [ 
perform a c luster ing (according to some preassigned I 
distance measure) of the points of X around PS ; I 




take as solut ion a point  of X with best w I 
Fig. 1. 
Yes 
A different scheme, motivated by analogy with statistical mechanics techniques, 
has been recently proposed [5,19]. The basic idea is that of generating random dis- 
placements from the current feasible point, accepting as new current point not only 
a point which improves upon the weighting function, but also some which do not 
improve, with a probability given by a Boltzmann's law, in which the temperature 
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becomes a tunable parameter for the control of the procedure. Fig. 2 presents the 
basic steps of this Simulated Annealing scheme. Successful applications to the 
Traveling Salesman Problem [5] and the Quadratic Assignment Problem [2] have 
been reported. 
START : set t to an appropr ia te ly  high value ; se lect  a feas ib le  
p in F and eva luate  w(p) ; y := I ; a < I 
No 
y :=0 ; := I  ; 
JUMP: 
¢ 
generate a random displacement from p to p' and 
evaluate the corresponding change 6 of ob jec t ive  
funct ion  w ; 
No e_6/t  p(6) := ; generate r .v .  q 
un i formly  d i s t r ibuted  in (0 ,1 ) ;  
~ Yes 
l 
ACCEPT: P := P' ; I 
w(p) := w(p) + ; l< I i f  6 # 0 then y := I l 
I Yes 
i := i+l  ; ~ . ,  q < p(6) ? 
k > i ? t := t*a  
Fig. 2. 
Assume now, as it is often the case, that in our combinatorial optimization prob- 
lem the feasibility region ~ is a subset of the power set 2 E of some ground set E, 
closed under inclusion, and that 
w(p) = ~ w(e) 
e~p 
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where the e's are the elements of E. Then one of the simplest local search methods 
is the greedy algorithm. A randomized version of it works as follows: the element 
to enter the solution at a given iteration is not the one of maximum (or minimum) 
weight, but instead it is randomly chosen according to a probability mass function 
which attributes higher probability to elements of larger weight. 
A more sophisticated method is the Extension-Rotation algorithm applied by 
Posa to the Hamiltonian path problem [30] and studied in [33] for the general prob- 
lem of determining a set of maximum cardinality of an independence system. 
The extension phase is similar to the greedy heuristic, whereas the rotation phase 
performs an exchange between elements in the current solution set and elements not 
contained in it. 
Let E = {e l, e 2 . . . . .  e,} be a ground set of elements and J a subset of its power set 
s.t. A e J  implies for each A'CA that also A'e J .  Let p :E~[0 ,  1] be a function 
assigning a probability p(e) to each element of E. Then (E, J, p) is a Random Inde- 
pendence System (RIS). 
An instance of a RIS is a pair (E0,J0) s.t. 
- E 0 __. E is obtained by independently choosing each e e E with probability p(e); 
- J o={Ie J : ICEo}.  
The probability of such an instance is 
1] p(e) 1-I [1-p(e)] .  
e~Eo eCEo 
Graphs naturally provide several examples of RIS, when we take as ground set 
the set of edges of the graph and as J either the set of matchings, or the set of 
r-colorable subgraphs, or the set of vertex-disjoint simple paths. 
In [1] some applications of the Extension-Rotation method are studied. The 
general method analysis of [33] provides: 
(i) sufficient conditions for successful termination with probability 1 -  [EI -~ 
for any fixed sufficiently large a > 1; 
(ii) upper and lower bounds on the probability density of the total number of 
steps. 
For any independent set Ie J0 ,  let 
~t(I) = {e ~ E t :ILl {e} ~J0} 
and 
~t(I) = {eeEt : IU  {e} ¢J0 but 3e '¢ I  with ILl {e} - {e'} e J0}. 
The Extension-Rotation algorithm chooses at random an element ee ~(I)Ll  #(I) 
and attempts first to extend I by e, and else to rotate I by e. 
Procedure ER(Eo, Jo, h) 
begin 
1:=0; t :=O 
while [I[ <h do 
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begin 
if ~)(I) kJ ~t(I) = 0 then stop; 
choose a random e ~ ~)(I) U ~t(I); 
if eed't(I ) then I := IU  {e} else 
begin 
choose e 'e l  with IU  {e} - {e'} e~;  
I := IU  {e} - {e'} 
end 
t :=t+l ;  Et:=Et_ l -{e} 
end 
end 
We may also consider a weighted RIS, which is a triple (E,J, {We}) where E and 
J have the same characteristics of those of a RIS and {We} is a set of independent 
random variables, one for each element of E. 
At each step both extensions and rotations are evaluated in terms of the average 
increase by which they would affect the value of the solution. Among the various 
operations one is chosen at random, giving higher probability to the most advan- 
tageous ones [11]. 
We close this section recalling to the reader that another popular kind of heuristic 
for NP-hard problem may be obtained limiting the 'breadth' of any implicit 
enumeration method such as Branch-and-Bound or Heuristically Guided Search 
[20]. If the limiting action is dynamic in nature as suggested in [10], this old idea 
bears some vague similarity with the previously mentioned Simulated Annealing 
scheme and could also be easily randomized. 
3. Performance evaluation of RLS's 
There are several types of analysis that have been used to evaluate the perfor- 
mances of heuristic methods. Some of them obviously apply to RLS's and are listed 
below. 
3.1. Empirical analysis 
Once the RLS under study has been programmed it can be compared with already 
existing heuristics both from the point of view of computing time and near-opti- 
mality of the obtained solutions. To the author's knowledge there are no definite 
guidelines for doing this, which are both general and reliable enough. 
3.2. Probabilistic analysis 
This approach requires that a probability distribution over the set of problem in- 
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stances of each size be specified. The goal is to obtain a result of the following kind: 
~Heuristic solution value 1 
Prob (. Optimal solution value <-- 1 + e _< 1 - 
where e > 0 and fi ~ 0 as the size of the problem instance goes to oo. 
Although considerable amount of work has been done recently in this area 
[17,16], it is fair to say that only the simplest heuristics have been successfully 
analyzed and that very little is known about the way randomization affects these 
results. Moreover, it is not always obvious which kind of probability distribution 
over the set of problem instances is correct. 
3.3. Statistical analysis 
In view of the drawbacks of the previous approaches it is extremely attractive to 
try to estimate the accuracy of a heuristic by statistical methods [27,14,15,21,7]. 
These approaches rely on the use of classical results from extreme value theory 
which are summarized below. Assume we select N independent samples each of very 
big size from a parent population which is bounded from below by a value a. 
In each sample there is a smallest value x i and the distribution of these values 
according to Fisher and Tippett [8] approaches a Weibull distribution when the size 
of each sample is made large. Moreover, we do not have to know the distribution 
from which the samples are generated to study the Weilbull distribution. 
This cumulative distribution function is given by 
F(Xo) = Prob {x-<x0} = 1 - exp - ((x0- a)/b) c 
with x0>_a>0, and b,c>O as scale and shape parameters. 
Each independent heuristic solution is then assumed to yield implicitely one of the 
xi's and by maximum likelihood estimation one finds the parameters b and c as 
well as the value a of the global minimum to be expected. Good agreement has been 
reported [14] for this statistical approach with experimental results although some 
of the probabilistic assumptions which have to be made are open to question. 
A further study of statistical approaches as applied to RLS's would perhaps be 
worthwhile. 
4. Control of  RLS's 
The issue of controlling the repeated trials in a RLS is considered in all ap- 
proaches we have considered so far. 
In a random-polynomial algorithm (like the one presented in Section 6) the de- 
sired probability of error fixes the number K of vectors y to be generated at random; 
we have seen in Section 3 how to control the number of repeated trials of a RLS, 
embedded or not in a sampling-and-clustering scheme; a different kind of control 
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is employed in the Simulated Annealing approach of Fig. 2, by virtue of the 'temper- 
ature' t; other kinds of control procedures have been also mentioned in Section 3 
when referring about the use of branch-and-bound methods as approximate rather 
than exact algorithms. For other heuristics instead, like the random greedy or the 
random extension-rotation, the way to control the number of the repeated trials has 
not been presented. 
A statistically based stopping rule has been presented in [38] and applied success- 
fully in a randomized greedy approach to the Set Covering problem. A similar ap- 
proach is under test for the Traveling Salesman problem and has been successfully 
applied to the problem of generating large graphs of small diameter and bounded 
degree [11 ]. 
The basic idea is to fit a Bayesian decision-theoretic framework to the results of 
the various trials and to estimate the likelihood of obtaining a significant improve- 
ment through successive trials: this approach does not pretend to estimate the value 
of the global optimum, like those reported in the preceding section, but may prove 
extremely valuable as a pure control strategy. 
5. Computational complexity aspects 
Probabilistic models of computation have been extensively studied from a 
theoretical point of view [31,36,13,9], the main task being that of exploring the full 
potential of the restricted class of non-determinism, which allows a 'coin-tossing' 
state to be incorporated into the computing machine. For the purposes of this survey 
it is enough perhaps to recall the following (for other complexity terminology the 
reader is referred to [12]). 
Let us consider a general combinatorial optimization problem as defined at the 
beginning of Section 2. 
The corresponding problem in recognition form is easy to derive: 
"Given g, w and a constant W, determine if there exists a member F of f sucl~ 
that w(F) >_ W (w(F) < W)" .  
We assume that ~ w, W can be efficiently assigned to a computer with symbok, 
drawn from a given alphabet Z, thus defining a language L over Z. We can therefore 
view the recognition form above as the problem of answering "Yes" or "No"  tc 
the following general language recognition problem, where x is the coding of a giver 
instance of the problem: 
"Given a string of symbol x drawn from an alphabet Z and a language L definec 
over 27, does x belong to L?"  
We think of an algorithm as a method for computing, for each string x, a Boolear 
variable o with the following property: 
I~ =O ifxC.L, 1 if x~L.  
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If the algorithm runs in a time bounded from above by a polynomial in the length 
Ix[ of the input, we say that the recognition problem is in class ~. Unfortunately 
only few of the problems in which we are interested are known to be in ~. 
For having the possibility to consider a larger class of problems we associate to 
x a family of strings {y} = Yx which enables one to compute a Boolean variable 
w(x, y) having the properties that w(x, y) = 1 implies o(x) = 1, and that for no string 
y e Yx, w(x, y)= 1 when u(x)= O. We call J (~ (for non-deterministic polynomial) 
the class of languages for which we know that Yx is non-void, that is that there 
exists at least one string y, for which w(x, y) = 1 implies o(x) = 1, and furthermore 
that the computation of w(x, y) may be done in time polynomial in [xl. Note that 
this implies that the length of y is also _<f(lxl), a polynomial in [x[, thus implying 
that Yx c_ ~,f(lxl) 
As an example consider the problem of recognizing if a given graph G = (V,E) is 
Hamiltonian: x is an encoding of G, while y can be an encoding of any permutation 
of the integers identifying the vertices of G, yielding a Hamiltonian cycle. A non- 
deterministic machine could then 'guess' the correct string y out of {1, 2 . . . . .  Iv I}1 VI 
and solve the problem in polynomial time. 
In between ~ and ~A/~ we may define the class ~ of language recognition prob- 
lems decidable in random polynomial time as those for which 
> 1 ]zf(ixl) IIYxl-  
with k any integer independent of the dimensionality of the problem instance (often 
k is set equal to 2). 
Obviously 
If a language L belongs to ~ we can recognize any string x as a member of L 
by the following probabilistic procedure: 





generate a random y of length f(lx[); 
compute w(x, y); 
V:= max[V, w]; 
i := i+1 
until i = K or V= 1 ; 
if V=I  then "xeL"  else "x¢L"  
end 
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The probability of error of this procedure is no more than 2-K: this implies that 
problems belonging to ~ can be solved with arbitrarily small probability of error 
by a polynomial bounded algorithm. 
The classical question about the equivalence of the ~ and J /~ classes, can there- 
fore be broadened slightly asking if ~ =J/~. 
This is however rather unlikely in view of the (easy to prove) property that 
~ =~ iff some NP-complete problem belongs to ~.  
It is extremely interesting, at least from a theoretic point of view, to find examples 
of problems in 2~ which are not in j0. 
Natural candidates are problems neither yet known to be NP-complete nor poly- 
nomially solvable, such as the problem of testing two given graphs for isomorphism, 
the problem of determining if a given number is composite, the problem of finding 
exactly k vertices of a given graph which can be covered by vertex-disjoint cycles 
[12,3]: of these problems only the second is known to belong to ~¢ [32]. 
6. A random-polynomial algorithm 
We are given two 2n × m matrices A and B (m > 2n) and we assume that each col- 
umn vector a i of A is paired with one of the column vectors b i of B. We want to 
find if the matrix C = [A',B] contains a full rank (=2n) square submatrix X respec- 
ting the parity constraints, i.e. such that X contains a column vector a i of A iff it 
contains also its 'mate' bi. 
This problem is nothing but the 2-parity matroid problem of [22] if one considers 
the matric matroid defined by linear independence over C. Particular cases are mat- 
ching and b-matching problems over general graphs, the spanning tree problem with 
parity conditions, and all 2-matroid intersection problems. 
The problem has been extensively studied in the recent literature and a deter- 
ministic, although quite inefficient, polynomial algorithm has been presented in 
[25]. A different and more efficient algorithm may be found in [28]. We shall 
describe the more efficient random polynomial algorithm which has been proposed 
by Lov~isz in [24]. 
Let aij be the j-th element of column vector a i and Pij the corresponding element 
of b i. To each pair of columns {a i, bi} we may associate the square skew-symmetric 
matrix 
Di = [O~k] = [Otih flik -- aik t~ih] • 
We then have the following 
Theorem [24]. There are n pairs {ai,bi} fo rming  a non-singular matr ix  X i f f  the 
determinant  o f  the matr ix  
F= ~ Yi Di 
i=1 
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is not identically zero in the variables y~, Y2 . . . . .  Ym" 
Note that det(F) is a polynomial of degree d<_2n in the variables Yi'S. We can 
therefore utilize the following 
Lemma [39]. Let n(Yl, Yz .... , Ym) be a non-identically zero polynomial of  degree 
degree <d in each variable Yi and (al, a2 .... .  a,n) a randomly chosen m-uple in 
{1,2 . . . . .  N} m. Then 
Pr[u(al,a2 .. . . .  am)¢O] >- (1 -d l  m. 
The just quoted theorem and lemma allow the successful use of Procedure RP of 
Section 5, where the string x encodes the matrices A and B as well as the pairing 
of their column vectors, and w(x, y) is equal to 1 only if det(F) is =#0 for a certain 
randomly generated m-uple of values of the yi's. The answer "x  ~ L"  has obviously 
the meaning that there exists indeed a square non-singular matrix X respecting 
parity conditions. 
The only drawback of this method would be the fact that it seems not to provide 
a way of actually finding X. This is however not the case. Assume without loss of 
generality that det (F) ¢ 0 for y = g = (yl, Y2 .. . . .  Y,n) where .)3 i :;/: 0 ,  1 _< i _< p and f l i  = 0 
for all i >p .  If p= n, obviously [a 1 . . . . .  an, bl, ..., bn] is our full rank X. Assume 
then that p>n and replace any one of the Yl ... . .  yp by zero. Let 
nj = [detF(y I .... ,yj_l,0,)vj+ 1.. . . .  yp, O .... .  0)], j=  1,2 . . . . .  p. 
It may be shown [24] that 
P 
E 
j= l  
Hence at least one of the uj is 4=0 and we may start again with p decreased by 
one. 
Although heavier computationally than the simple recognition of the existence of 
X, this procedure yields a complete solution to our problem. An extensive testing 
of the algorithm has been recently completed with satisfactory results [6]. 
When weights are attached to the pairs of vectors and it is required to find a 
matrix X s.t. the pair of maximum weight is minimized, this can be easily done 
through several applications of the above algorithm. It is worthwhile noting that the 
corresponding weighted problem where we look for the matrix X having minimum 
(or maximum) sum of the weights of the pairs of vector is still open: we have neither 
a polynomial or random-polynomial algorithm for it, nor a proof that the problem 
is NP-hard. 
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7. Concluding remarks 
It is hoped that this survey has been successful in pointing out the many stimu- 
lating aspects that the efficient use of randomization present o the broad research 
community of mathematicians, tatisticians, computer scientists and operations 
researchers. It is firmly believed by this author that only exploiting more fully and 
systematically all the potentials of heuristics methods in a coordinated manner some 
success in solving difficult combinatorial optimization problems may be obtained. 
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Note added in proof 
In Rabin and Vazirani (1984), "Maximum matching in general graphs through 
randomization", TR-15-84, Harvard University Center for Research in Computer 
Science, clever algebraic techniques based on the special version of the algorithm of 
Section 6 for matchings give a very efficient random-polynomial algorithm for the 
problem of finding a maximum cardinality matching in a general graph. More 
recently this has been also utilized to produce good parallel algorithms (i.e. algo- 
rithms in the Random NC class, see also the survey work on parallel algorithms by 
Kindervater and Lenstra in this issue) for this and other related problems (R.M. 
Karp, E. Upfal and A. Wigderson, "Constructing a perfect matching is in Random 
NC",  Proc. 17th STOC, Providence (1985) 22-32). 
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